
A clarity exercise to 
feel more excited and 
less overwhelmed

Use these 4 prompts to help you turn those noisy voices into 

something that makes sense and makes you feel excited, not 

overwhelmed! You can grab the free worksheet too, perfect for your 

monthly CEO dates with yourself. 
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1 What is your big dream for 
your business? 
Don’t think long and hard. Just list off what’s involved in the big dreams you have 

for your business. What shape does it take? What does it feel like? What are you 

doing? Who are you working with?

2 What do you want your 
community to feel when they 
interact with you? 
Now how do you want those people, your people, to feel? What emotions do you 

want them to experience? What do you want your brand experience to look and 

feel like to them?

3 What do you want to be 
known for? 
This could be what you do, your unique process, your philosophies or simply 

how you move yourself through the world. Your persona. When someone you’ve 

worked with (now or in the future) thinks of you, what do you want to pop into 

their minds immediately following your name?
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4 Create goals
We need to be giving ourselves space to dream up goals, write them down and 

make achieving them infinitely more possible. When we have vague ideas of what 

we want but don’t actively write them out and give them the time and space they 

deserve, we don’t work towards them. Not because we don’t want to — we just 

usually don’t remember to.

So out of those 3 points, what goals come to mind? As a bonus, you can 

download a goal-setting template here to help you dream and action!

4 What do you believe? 
It can be easy to overlook this, but what do you believe, as it relates to your 

life, relationships and business? What are the guide posts of your work, your 

processes? What forms the basis for the results those people get when working 

with you? How do these beliefs inform your work, communication and decisions? 

How are they related to your values? How have they guided your goals and how 

can you be more intentional about using them within your business?
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Hi! I’m Lorin 
Galloway

Red wine appreciator, amateur gardener and the voice and heart 

behind these free resources and loringalloway.com.

I create intimate brand strategy, beautiful visual branding and 

rocking ‘from-scratch’ websites for business owners who want 

more clarity, confidence and growth and less rules, formulas and 

lost-in-the-crowd brand voices. So that they can have the business 

they dream of having. 

WANT�THE�BUSINESS�YOU�DREAM�OF�HAVING,�TOO?

Book a complimentary call and we’ll kick it off by looking at your 

business vision and how we can support it with intimate strategy 

and design.

Book�a�free�call

https://calendly.com/loringalloway/strategy-design-call?month=2021-07
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in any form or by any means (electronic, 

mechanical, photocopying, recording, 

scanning, or otherwise) without the prior 

written permission of the author, Lorin 

Galloway. If you would like to request 

permission you can reach out at hello@

loringalloway.com. 

NO�WARRANTIES

This download is provided “as is” with all 

faults, and Lorin Galloway expresses no 

representations or warranties, of any kind 

related to this download or the content 

contained in this download.

LIMITATION�OF�LIABILITY/
DISCLAIMER�OF�WARRANTY

In no circumstances will Lorin Galloway 

be liable for any loss of profit or any 

other commercial damages, including 

but not limited to special, incidental, 

consequential, or other damages arising 

from or in any way connected to this 

download.

Lorin Galloway makes no representations 

or warranties with respect to the accuracy 

or completeness of the contents of this 

document and specifically disclaim any 

implied warranties of merchantability 

or fitness for particular purpose. No 

warranty may be created or extended 

by sales representatives, promoters, or 

written sales materials.
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